
Saldim West Peak Climbing

Trip Overview
Saldim West peak is situated at 6375m elevation from sea level. Saldim West peakclimbing is a
newly opened unclimbed peak in Nepal. It has only recently opened in 2014. On the way to Makalu
Base Camp, Saldim West is located on the north side at Sankhuwasabha District, in the south-east
direction of Mt. Makalu at a Longitude of 87° 09′ 33″ and Latitude of 27° 49′ 27″ at the Tibet border.
Saldim West peak is one of the Himalayas among the 104 Himalayas which was further added by the
Nepal government. This is absolutely a new peak therefore any climbers can have their name
recorded as the first climber by taking an initiation to climb and making it to the peak. The
attraction of this place is enhanced due to its charming, religious and cultural surroundings. There
are also eminent religious sites and there is Barun Valley- world’s lowest valley adding to its
exquisiteness. Another important attraction here is Makalu Barun Rastiya Nikunja/ Makalu Barun
National Park. The park consists of different kinds of flora and fauna, birds including some rare
species of animals like Red Panda and Spiny Babbler (in Nepali: Kaande Bhyaakur) which can be
found only in Barun National Park. Red Panda however are found in other places as well. Since
Saldin Peak is totally a new peak, the visible views from here are all limited in imagination. The
fascinating Himalayan ranges around Saldin Peak: Tutse Himal range in the South, and in the north
(continuously to the north from Tutse), we can have the view of Himalayas like Chamlung, Baruntse,
Everest, Lhotse and Makalu all of which are ranked as some top mountains in the world. The
distance from Saldin Base Camp to Makalu Base Camp is very little; it takes only three hours to
reach Makalu Base Camp. Beautiful pools like Barun Lake and other small lakes, mesmerising
waterfalls, and prepossessing landscapes have made Barun Valley (Makalu Base Camp) a complete
paradise. The Shiva Dhara (Shiva Cave), here even adds more charm to the surroundings. There is
no doubt that Saldim West Peak climbing for the climbers will be one of the most memorable and a
gratifying experience for a lifetime. 

Saldim West Peak climbing 6375m is one of the best peak climbs in the Mahalangur Himal Range,
which looks above 5800m to 6500m peak of Nepal Himalaya at Sankhuwasabha district in Nepal.
Connect with Climbing Himalaya for Mountaineering info, and to Explore this Nepalese Himalayan
peak, we would like to organise Gandharva Saldim West Peak climbing 6375m as in: as per our
client’s requirement or in a fixed package arranged by us to provide different experience as
compared to others. We offer a Package of climbing Saldim West Peak that covers: Logistic,
Transportation, Accommodation, and Professional Mountain Guide – all of precisely what we’ll need
for Saldim West Peak and at a reasonable price. Saldim West Peak climbing costs offered here are
reasonable in a sense that we make sure that you have the best of everything. We would like you to
explore the Himalayas and experience professional peak climbing in Nepal. All climbers who want to
be at the summit of Saldim West Peak in Nepal, Please feel free to connect us at Climbing Himalaya
to achieve your most awaited dream. We believe we are proficient enough to handle any kind of
problems perfectly and professionally.
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